Open Brief / Open Letter
to
desireestokkel.nl
newlegalframe.com

- Kremlin.ru -

9 aug 2008

Dear Dimtry Medevedev & Vladimir Putin,
I have to work very hard for you coming weeks.
Causing migraine in my brain.
You have to pay me:
Friday you'll receive my letter of 8 aug 2008 in your mailbox.
Give me an answer I can put on the desk of the Pre-chamber-judge, to stop dictators working at
Presidency & OTP of ICC.
Powers of the Galaxy
Most people on Earth believe that Russia attacks Georgië for gaining more power over NATO.
I don't.
Thanks to my ICC-case Russia knows that is unnecessary to start a war in Georgië for more power over
Worlds' politics. I have given you about 25% extra powers with my signed ICC-file.
Now the UN want ICC to be quilty of crimes against humanity, NOT ONE definition for 'Dictatorship' is
valid on Earth.
Gods & Goddesses are now testing you!
We all know 'what kind of bastard Putin is'. I can relate to him, because his policies are no secret.
Balkenende & co are just as horrifying as Putin is, but the whole World still believes 'NL is a state of law',
due to the fact that NL prefers to work with ICT-murder-games instead of tanks'.
Even Putin upgraded his policies thanks to my ICC-case = he even smiled as a person at pressconferences. Good.
But, Dmitry Medvedev ... you have ... 'a New politics task to fullfil'....
You have announced many changes for New fair laws, New business-opportunities for small-sized
compagnies, better environment...and less war...
Gods & Goddesses have given you 'New speeches to start of with'. Fine.
Are you aware of the fact that your tasks are time-limited?
Men are usually not good in working with timelines.
Well...don't worry. I turn you into an EQ-president...
Georgië is one of the first difficult exams you have to make for G & G.
You have to prove to them, that you actually feel 'that your jobs are time-limited'.
Its a psychology-test.
Yesterday-evening, I watched the president of Georgië on tv. Smiling!
I have never killed a person before, but when I have to do it, I'm not going to smile....
He sure doesn't care for the wounded or death bodies.
Its NO coïncidence that he starts a civil-war on the Openingday of the Beying Olympics.
He wants to write history, as he had announced in his speeches over the past year.
He will never be forgotten.
Russia may protect RU-civilans. Did you really have to use weapons?
Why can I stop wars with words?
Oké, I give you my credit; I have never lived or worked in Russia before.
Now you use war-materials, you have to ask yourself: 'What does the Galaxy think of me?
What do they expect of me? Whats the bigger set of lines, I am not aware of '?

You have to rebalance Talents & Tools for the future!
I have given you the power to use words to stop Georgië with.
● You only have to talk about the activities taking place within ICC - the fact that they hide a case
against NL for th rest of the World -.
● Than you have to point out to Georgïe - in the media - that they are a statemember of the
Statute of Rome. Meaning: when anybody in Georgië believes that he or she is a victum of crimes
against humanity, that person has to collect evidence and start a lawcase with ICC against the
suspect/perpatrator.
● When you would have informed the world about my ICC-case a year ago, Georgië would most
likely NOT have started a civli war yesterday. Why not? Local people would have found New
words to change their lives for the better with'.
Do you see, its not so complicated to be an EQ-freak!?
So what are you going to do? Fail your Galaxy-exam, what I would not recommend?
Are you going to fight with war-materials far too long, so one war after another will break out on Earth?
Or are you going to stop Georgië with words?

Have a straightforward day, anchored in my EQ,
desiree stokkel
donkerelaan 39
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+31 23 5279457
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